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SPECIAL THANKS FROM THE DIRECTORS

DOTTIE FRYE, DIRECTOR OF Peter Pan
ALLEN COX, HOUSE MANAGER AND PUBLICITY
WHITE COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MR. MILLER AND DR. ELLIS
ADAM (WHOSE LAST NAME WE DON'T KNOW, BUT
WHO HELPED BUILD OUR SET)
OUR PARENTS

AN EVENING OF ONE ACTS

PRESENTING

AND THEY DANCE REAL
SLOW IN JACKSON
BY JIM LEONARD, JR.
&
RAPACCINI’S DAUGHTER
BASED ON THE SHORT STORY
BY NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE
ADAPTED BY DAWN CRABTREE

Oct. 22-24, 1997
AND THEY DANCE REAL SLOW IN JACKSON

BY JIM LEONARD, JR.
PRODUCED BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS WITH DRAMATIST PUBLISHING

CAST

ELIZABETH CARLA McCARTY
Beth ALLI McGuiness
Nancy JENNIFER BARRET
Ben, Skeeter DREW DASHER

CREW

DIRECTOR DENA Jones
ASSIST. DIRECTOR HANNAH DIXON
SET MAT Faulkner
LIGHT DESIGN MARIO Hofheinz
LIGHT TECHNICIAN CHRIS Rich

There will be a ten minute intermission.

RAPPACCINI’S DAUGHTER

BASED ON THE SHORT STORY WRITTEN BY Nathaniel Hawthorne
ADAPTATED TO STAGE BY Dawn Crabtree

CAST

(in order of appearance)

NARRATORS LESLEY Ralls
LISABETTA BekaH Cody
GIOVANNI TessA Sexton
RAPPACCINI Nick Carter
BEATRICE JEFF Bowman
BAGLIONI KimBery Holder

CREW

DIRECTOR DAWN Crabtree
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR Stefanie Glenn
SET MAT Faulkner
LIGHT DESIGN MARIO Hofheinz
LIGHT TECHNICIAN CHRIS Rich
FLORAL CREATOR JOY Haynes
AND THEY DANCE REAL SLOW
IN JACKSON

BY JIM LEONARD, JR.
PRODUCED BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS WITH
DRAMATIST PUBLISHING

CAST

ELIZABETH  CARLA McCARTY
BETH        ALLI McGuINESS
NANCY       JENNIFER BARRET
BEN, SKEETER DREW DASHER

CREW

DIRECTOR    DENA Jones
ASSIST. DIRECTOR HANNAH DIXON
SET         MAT FAULKNER
LIGHT DESIGN MARIO HofHEinz
LIGHT TECHNICIAN CHRIS Rich

THERE WILL BE A TEN MINUTE INTERMISSION.

RAPPACCINI’S DAUGHTER

BASED ON THE SHORT STORY
WRITTEN BY NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE
ADAPTED TO STAGE BY DAWN CRABTREE

CAST

(N IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE)

NARRATORS  LESLEY RALLS
LISABETTA   BEKAH CODY
GIOVANNI    TESSA SEXTON
RAPPACCINII  NICK CARTER
BEATRICE    JEFF BOWMAN
BAGLIONI    KIMBERLY HOLDER
            DAVID DRAKE

CREW

DIRECTOR    DAWN CRABTREE
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR STEFANIE GLENN
SET         MAT FAULKNER
LIGHT DESIGN MARIO HofHEinz
LIGHT TECHNICIAN CHRIS Rich
FLORAL CREATOR JOY HAYNES
SPECIAL THANKS FROM THE DIRECTORS

Dottie Frye, Director of *Peter Pan*
Allen Cox, House Manager and Publicity
White County Memorial Hospital
Mr. Miller and Dr. Ellis
Adam (whose last name we don't know, but who helped build our set)
Our Parents

AN EVENING OF ONE ACTS

Presenting

AND THEY DANCE REAL SLOW IN JACKSON
by Jim Leonard, Jr.

&Rappaccini's Daughter

Based on the Short Story
by Nathaniel Hawthorne
Adapted by Dawn Crabtree

Oct. 22-24, 1997